Continuous culture techniques as simulators for standard cells: Jacques Monod's, Aron Novick's and Leo Szilard's quantitative approach to microbiology.
Continuous culture techniques were developed in the early twentieth century to replace cumbersome studies of cell growth in batch cultures. In contrast to batch cultures, they constituted an open concept, as cells are forced to proliferate by adding new medium while cell suspension is constantly removed. During the 1940s and 1950s new devices have been designed-called "automatic syringe mechanism," "turbidostat," "chemostat," "bactogen," and "microbial auxanometer"-which allowed increasingly accurate quantitative measurements of bacterial growth. With these devices cell growth came under the external control of the experimenters and thus accessible for developing a mathematical theory of growth kinetics-developed mainly by Jacques Monod, Aron Novick and Leo Szilard in the early 1950s and still in use today. The paper explores the development of continuous culture devices and claims that these devices are simulators for standard cells following specific requirements, in particular involving mathematical constraints in the design and setting of the devices as well as experiments. These requirements have led to contemporary designs of continuous culture techniques realizing a specific event-based flow algorithm able to simulate directed evolution and produce artificial cells and microorganisms. This current development is seen as an alternative approach to today's synthetic biology.